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Design Contract 
Cascadia Edible Landscapes 

(CEL) 
117 East Louisa Street #397 
Seattle, WA 98102 

Client  
Address:  
Zip Code 
Phone1: 
Phone2: 
Email: 

      
This is an agreement that CEL will be providing the landscape design services for 
___________________________ (Print client).   The signed contract initiate the work period. 
 
  Design.    The size and scope of the project will vary in regards to the property.  Very large and/or very 

complex projects will involve more time, and possibly a higher rate to account for coordination with other 

professionals or agencies.   Requesting multiple products is more efficient. 

 

Time Estimate ( _________ - _________ hours + materials) =  ______________       
OR FIXED AMOUNT________________ 
 
 Materials: Client agrees to pay for materials (printing costs) associated with the design. 
 Range is  $________        to               ___________ 
 
Deposit: CEL will commence work on the design with collection of a deposit fee as well as this 
signed document.  CEL requests a 50% down payment and will provide client a received 
payment notice and/or a receipt.  Client agrees to pay the sum of _____________ .   This sum will 
be applied to the balance due for services once the project is completed.  This sum is non-
refundable if client cancels project at any time.   
 
Timeframe: Client and CEL will discuss turn-around time on design.  We like to turn things 
around in 2-4 weeks. 
 
Payment: Final Payment is due upon completion and delivery of the design.  
 
Signed  
 
X________________________________________   X________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________ _      ________________________________________ 
Client Name Printed        CEL Representative                 
 
Date_________________     Date _________________  
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Design Products/Services-    Please initial which ones you would like. 
 

Type of  

Design Service 

What is it # of Hours 

(Typical/ 

average) 

CEL estimate Client 

request

?  

Quick Sketch- This can be performed on site during a consultation or initial 

design meeting to help convey basic ideas, but not 

recommended for complex sites or projects.   

On site fees 1-3  

Base Plan                      

(birds eye view) 
Measuring the yard and creating The “bones”: the basic 

structures of the yard/landscape., on top of which we layer 

plants and hardscape designs.  Double for CAD drawings 

4-8+   

hand  Drawing 

Concepts  
Rough Ideas of what things could be, accompanied by 

supporting documents/pictures/slideshows.  Sometimes this 

is sufficient enough to generate work plans and budgets.  

Sometimes we need to revise or put more detail to the page. 

2-6   

Computer Assisted 

Structural Design 

and/or Planting Plan 

Shows structural elements in relation to each other 

pathways, fences, decks, planting beds, etc. you receive a hard 

copy and digital PDF.  Time is in addition to the base plan! 

Add 4-12  

per side of 

the house 

  

Computer Assisted OR 

Hand Rendering 

(Coloring) 

Drawing/water color; you receive a hard copy and digital 

PDF 

2-4  /side    

Elevations Views from a side perspective of what something will look 

like; may be a cross section diagramas well. 

ranges   

Construction Detail  Provides homeowner/builder details to make construction go 

more smoothly.  A good idea for complex/new fences, decks, 

patios, complex raised bed layout, gazebos, sheds, 

greenhouses, etc 

1-2 hrs each 

on average 

 

  

 Revisions Additional drafts and major refinements/changes take 

additional hours.  These also include a plant list and 

presentation.    

Usually adds 

30-50% 
  

Trip to Nursery, soil 

Yard and/or 

Neighborhood Tour 

Take a trip to the nursery to discuss which plants might work 

in different spots.   Walk or Drive around specific 

neighborhoods to identify desired design themes and plants 

1-2    

Project Proposal/ 

Work Plan 
CEL puts together an estimate or a bid.  Cost for professional 

plan is $85/hr. 

1-8 depend. 

on nature  
  

Plant List Generally comes with planting plan, but not necessary for 

simple planting designs. Type of plant and number listed 

included you receive a hard copy and digital PDF 

½-1 hour    

Meetings Meetings with clients   _____Quantity of meetings    x .5 -

2hrs/meeting 

  Yes 

Travel Time Estimated Travel time. CEL splits with the client Dep. 

distance. 1-2 

hrs/project 

average  

 YES 
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